saving lives,
rebuilding futures

Our Inspiration
Meningitis is a terrible disease. It can strike in an instant and its impact is
brutal. It has devastating consequences which can last a lifetime.
Meningitis Now is the only charity dedicated to fighting meningitis in the UK.
Our inspiration comes from the individuals and families we support and the
difference we make to people like those featured here who have bravely
shared their personal stories.
Use your dormant client account monies to help more people like these.

Alice’s story
The family of one-year-old Alice was told to gather
to say their goodbyes. Minutes became hours and
still the brave little girl hung on. Day by day she grew
stronger, grasping back her life until, after three
months, Alice was able to go home. Alice was left
with after-effects but has made amazing progress.
Through our financial support grants we’ve been
able to help fund a special needs pushchair and a
specialised trike, enabling her to join in family walks
and bike rides. We’ve also provided a bed and
building adaptations to the family bathroom. The
family has also joined us at our regional Family Days.

Harry’s story
Harry, from Lancashire, was just 6 when meningitis
struck with devastating effect. But the battling
youngster and his family fought back with our support.
They have attended our Believe and Achieve weekend
and Family Day and Harry has attended art therapy
sessions. The family has also received regular contact
from our community support officer. Most of all though
Harry enjoys horse riding and through our financial
support grants we have been delighted to fund a number
of lessons for him. Seeing the bond develop between
Harry and his favourite horse, Jill, over the course of
these lessons is a heart-warming experience.
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Louie’s story
Louie battled meningitis when he was just five months
old. Although he survived the disease he had to have his
legs and some of his fingers amputated. We supported
the family by funding travel expenses for the many
hospital visits they had to make at the time. Since he
came out of hospital we have continued to support
them with regular contact from our community support
officer, art therapy sessions for Louie’s sister Francesca
and funded the pre-payment for the Motability scheme,
through our financial support grants.

Emma’s story
Emma and her parents were looking forward to taking
10-month-old George on his first holiday abroad. But
their trip turned into a nightmare when George became
ill and sadly died soon after they arrived in Tunisia.
Since then, we have been here for Emma,
providing a range of support including counselling,
home visits from our support team and peer support.
Emma has also attended our Forever Days and, through
George’s Forever Fund, a lasting way to remember
someone special, has carried out fundraising to support
our ongoing work.

Help make a real difference
Meningitis Now receives no central
government funding and we can only
continue our vital research, awareness
and support work through the generosity
of our donors, supporters and partners,
giving time and money. For more
information about the work of Meningitis
Now and how you can help make a
difference, please visit
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